2022 Golden Rose Medallion Found

The 2022 Golden Rose Medallion Hunt was won by the Malcolm family. It was day two of this year’s Golden Rose
Medallion Hunt when Marie, Matt, Violette, Lucie and Ruby found its hiding place on Friday, June 24 in Reservoir
Woods. Roseville Parks and Recreation was notified on Friday that the Medallion had been found. The Medallion was
hidden in Reservoir Woods at the base of a downed tree and under leaves. While searching some paths at the bottom
of the hill in Reservoir Woods, they decided to go home. As they were leaving the park, one of the children insisted on
looking again at a path they already searched. As they were walking down the path, they paused to read a posted sign
about invasive species along the path. They looked down and saw a hollow, fallen tree. After taking a closer look, they
saw a slight glimmer of something purple and realized it was the medallion!
When did you find the Medallion?
Friday June 24, 2022 several hours after Clue #2 was released
Are you a Roseville resident?
We are Roseville residents (it's been almost 6 years)
How many years have you participated in the Medallion Hunt?
We have been participating in the medallion hunt for four years.

What clue made you narrow down your search?
The clue about moss helped us look into trees and we were lucky that we live near Reservoir Woods, so we decided to
start there.
What were some of the other parks/locations you were searching in?
Reservoir Woods was the first and only park we searched!
What was your initial reaction when you found the Medallion?
We were shocked and speechless! We were very happy!
Were you with anyone when you found it?
The entire family of five! The kids were chasing frogs and led us down the right path!
Which gift card will you use first?
The Roseville Oval will be great! Our kids have been learning to skate so that will be a great gift card to use along with
all the other amazing gift cards and gifts!
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